
Alove path and Nihols-Woronowiz model ofK-theory on ag varietiesToshiaki MaenoDediated to Professor Kenji Ueno on the oasion of his sixtieth birthday
AbstratWe give a model of the K-ring of the ag varieties in terms of aertain braided Hopf algebra alled the Nihols-Woronowiz algebra.Our model is based on the onstrution of the path operators by C.Lenart and A. Postnikov.IntrodutionOne of the main interests in the study of the Shubert alulus on the agvarieties is a ombinatorial desription of the ohomology ring of the agvarieties. Fomin and Kirillov [5℄ onstruted a ombinatorial model of theohomology of the ag variety F ln of type An�1 as a subalgebra in a non-ommutative quadrati algebra En; whih is an algebra generated over Z bythe generators [i; j℄; 1 � i; j � n; i 6= j; and subjet to the relations:(0) [i; j℄ = �[j; i℄;(1) [i; j℄2 = 0;(2) [i; j℄[k; l℄ = [k; l℄[i; j℄; if fi; jg \ fk; lg = ;;(3) [i; j℄[j; k℄ + [j; k℄[k; i℄ + [k; i℄[i; j℄ = 0:They introdued the Dunkl elements �1; : : : ; �n in En by�i :=Xj 6=i [i; j℄;Supported by Grant-in-Aid for Sienti� Researh.1



whih ommute eah other, and proved that the subalgebra generated bythe Dunkl elements �i; i = 1; : : : ; n; in En is isomorphi to the ohomologyring of the ag variety F ln: It is remarkable that the algebra En has a nat-ural quantum deformation. The deformed algebra ~En is an algebra over thepolynomial ring Z[q1; : : : ; qn�1℄ obtained by replaing the relation (1) for thealgebra En by the relation(1)0 [i; j℄2 = 0; for j > i+ 1; and [i; i + 1℄2 = qi:It was onjetured in [5℄ that the subalgebra of ~En generated by the Dunklelements is isomorphi to the quantum ohomology ring QH�(F ln): Thisonjeture has been proved by Postnikov [19℄. A generalization of their on-strution to other root systems is given by [9℄.The Hopf algebra struture related to the algebra En has been studiedby Fomin and Proesi [6℄. The relationship between the algebra En and abraided Hopf algebra alled the Nihols algebra was pointed out by Milin-ski and Shneider [18℄. Conjeturally, the algebra En is isomorphi to theNihols-Woronowiz algebra B(VSn) assoiated to a Yetter-Drinfeld moduleVSn over the symmetri group Sn: Bazlov [2℄ onstruted a model of theoinvariant algebra of the �nite Coxeter group W as a subalgebra in theorresponding Nihols-Woronowiz algebra B(VW ): The natural braided dif-ferential operators ating on the Nihols-Woronowiz algebra play the keyrole in his argument.The purpose of this paper is to onstrut the model of the K-ring of theag variety G=B as a subalgebra in the Nihols-Woronowiz algebra B(VW )assoiated to the Yetter-Drinfeld module VW over the orresponding Weylgroup W: We introdue the multipliative analogue of the Dunkl elementsand show that the subalgebra generated by the multipliative Dunkl elementsin B(VW ) is isomorphi to the K-ring K(G=B): Kirillov and the author [11℄onstruted a model ofK(G=B) in B(VW ) when the Lie group G is of lassialtype or of type G2: The main result in this paper is a generalization of theresult in [11, Setion 5℄ for an arbitrary simple Lie group G:Let P be the weight lattie in the Cartan subalgebra h of the Lie algebraof the simple Lie group G: Denote by T the maximal torus in G and R(T )the representation ring of T: The K-ring K(G=B) has a presentation as aquotient of the group algebra of the weight lattie P: Let us onsider analgebra isomorphism � : Z[P ℄ = L�2P Z � e� ! R(T ) suh that �(e�) isthe harater �� orresponding to the weight �: Then the T -equivariant K-algebraKT (G=B) is isomorphi to the quotient algebra R(T )
Z[P ℄=J; where2



J := (1
 f � �(f) 
 1 j f 2 Z[P ℄W ): Lenart and Postnikov [15℄ introduedthe path operator R[�℄ ating on KT (G=B) in order to give the Chevalley-type formula in KT (G=B) whih desribes the multipliation by the lass ofthe line bundle L� on G=B assoiated to the weight �: The path operatorR[�℄ is de�ned by using the alove path A0 ��1! � � � ��l! Al whih onnets thefundamental alove AÆ and its translation A�� := AÆ � �: The operator R[�℄is by de�nition a omposite of the operatorsR[�℄ = (1 +B�l) � � � (1 +B�1);where B� is the Bruhat operator studied by Brenti, Fomin and Postnikov [3℄.Our onstrution of the model of K(G=B) in B(VW ) is based on Lenart andPostnikov's de�nition of the operators R[�℄ in [15℄.Aknowledgements I am grateful to Cristian Lenart for explaining theideas in his joint work with Alexander Postnikov. I also would like to thankAnatol N. Kirillov for useful onversations.1 Nihols-Woronowiz algebraThe Nihols-Woronowiz algebra assoiated to a braided vetor spae is ananalogue of the polynomial ring in a braided setting. For details on theNihols-Woronowiz algebra, see [1℄, [2℄ and [17℄.Let (V;  ) be a braided vetor spae, i.e. a vetor spae equipped witha linear isomorphism  : V 
 V ! V 
 V suh that the braid relation i i+1 i =  i+1 i i+1 is satis�ed on V 
n; where  i is the linear endomor-phism on V 
n obtained by applying  on the i-th and (i+1)-st omponents.In the following, we assume that V is a �nite dimensional Q-vetor spae.Let w = si1 � � � sil be a redued deomposition of an element w 2 Sn; wheresi = (i i+1) is the simple transposition. Then the linear map 	w :=  i1 � � � ilon V 
n is independent of the hoie of redued deompositions of w beauseof the braid relation. We de�ne the Woronowiz symmetrizer on V 
n by�n( ) := Pw2Sn 	w: Suh a de�nition of the braided analogue of the sym-metrizer (or anti-symmetrizer) is due to Woronowiz [20℄.De�nition 1.1 (see [2℄ and [17℄) The Nihols-Woronowiz algebra B(V ) as-soiated to the braided vetor spae (V;  ) is de�ned as the quotient of thetensor algebra T (V ) by the ideal Ln�0Ker(�n( )):3



Remark 1.1 For a more systemati treatment, we should work in a �xedbraided ategory C of vetor spaes. If the braided vetor spae (V;  )is an objet in the braided vator spae, the tensor algebra T (V ) has anatural braided Hopf algebra struture in C: It is known that the kernelLn�0Ker(�n( )) is a Hopf ideal of T (V ): Hene, B(V ) is also a braidedHopf algebra in C:The following is the alternative de�nition of the Nihols-Woronowiz algebradue to Andruskiewitsh and Shneider [1℄. In [1℄, the algebra B(V ) is alledthe Nihols algebra.De�nition 1.2 ([1℄) The graded braided Hopf algebra B(V ) is alled theNihols-Woronowiz algebra if it satis�es the following onditions:(1) B0(V ) = Q;(2) V = B1(V ) = fx 2 B(V ) j 4(x) = x
 1 + 1
 xg;(3) B(V ) is generated by B1(V ) as a Q-algebra.We use a partiular braided vetor spae alled the Yetter-Drinfeld modulein the subsequent onstrution. Let � be a �nite group.De�nition 1.3 A Q-vetor spae V is alled a Yetter-Drinfeld module over�; if(1) V is a �-module,(2) V is �-graded, i.e. V =Lg2� Vg; where Vg is a linear subspae of V;(3) for h 2 � and v 2 Vg; h(v) 2 Vhgh�1:The ategory ��YD of the Yetter-Drinfeld modules over a �xed group � isnaturally braided. The tensor produt of the objets V and V 0 of ��YD isagain a Yetter-Drinfeld module with the �-ation g(v 
 w) = g(v) 
 g(w)and the �-grading (V 
 V 0)g =Lh;h02�; hh0=g Vh
 V 0h0: The braiding betweenV and V 0 is de�ned by  V;V 0(v 
 w) = g(w)
 v; for v 2 Vg and w 2 V 0:Fix a Borel subgroup B in a simple Lie group G: Let � be the set of theroots and �+ the set of the positive roots orresponding to B: We de�ne aYetter-Drinfeld module VW :=L�2�Q � [�℄=([�℄+[��℄) over the Weyl groupW: The W -ation on VW is given by w([�℄) = [w(�)℄: The W -degree of thesymbol [�℄ is the reetion s�: Note that [�℄2 = 0; 8� 2 �; in the assoiatedNihols-Woronowiz algebra B(VW ): It is also easy to see [�℄[�℄ = [�℄[�℄when s�s� = s�s�: The following proposition an be shown by heking thequadrati relations in B(VSn) via diret omputations of the symmetrizer.4



Proposition 1.1 Fix the standard orthonormal basis fe1; : : : ; eng of Qn: Let� = fei � ej j 1 � i; j � n; i 6= jg be the root system of type An�1: Thenthere exists a surjetive algebra homomorphism� : En ! B(VSn)[i; j℄ 7! [ei � ej℄:Conjeture 1.1 The algebra homomorphism � is an isomorphism.This onjeture is now on�rmed up to n = 6:Take the standard realization of the root system of rank two with respetto an orthonormal basis (ei)i as follows:(A1 � A1) : �A1�A1+ = fa1 = e1; a2 = e2g;(A2) : �A2+ = fa1 = e1 � e2; a2 = e1 � e3; a3 = e2 � e3g;(B2) : �B2+ = fa1 = e1 � e2; a2 = e1; a3 = e1 + e2; a4 = e2g;(C2) : �C2+ = fa1 = e1 � e2; a2 = 2e1; a3 = e1 + e2; a4 = 2e2g;(G2) : �G2+ = fa1 = e1 � e2; a2 = e1 � 2e2 + e3; a3 = �e2 + e3; a4 =�e1 � e2 + 2e3; a5 = �e1 + e3; a6 = �2e1 + e2 + e3g:If the set � of the roots ontains a subset of form �X+ ; X = A1 � A1; A2;B2; C2 or G2; then one an hek the following relations are satis�ed in thealgebra B(VW ) (see also [11℄).(A1 � A1) : [a1℄[a2℄ = [a2℄[a1℄;(A2) : [a1℄[a2℄ + [a2℄[a3℄ = [a3℄[a1℄;(B2; C2) : [a1℄[a2℄ + [a2℄[a3℄ + [a3℄[a4℄ = [a4℄[a1℄;[a1℄[a2℄[a3℄[a2℄ + [a2℄[a3℄[a2℄[a1℄ + [a3℄[a2℄[a1℄[a2℄ + [a2℄[a1℄[a2℄[a3℄ = 0;[a2℄[a3℄[a4℄[a3℄ + [a3℄[a4℄[a3℄[a2℄ + [a4℄[a3℄[a2℄[a3℄ + [a3℄[a2℄[a3℄[a4℄ = 0;[a1℄[a2℄[a3℄[a4℄ = [a4℄[a3℄[a2℄[a1℄;(G2) : [a1℄[a2℄ + [a2℄[a3℄ + [a3℄[a4℄ + [a4℄[a5℄ + [a5℄[a6℄ = [a6℄[a1℄;[a1℄[a2℄[a1℄[a3℄ + [a1℄[a3℄[a1℄[a2℄ + [a1℄[a3℄[a2℄[a3℄= [a2℄[a1℄[a3℄[a1℄ + [a3℄[a2℄[a3℄[a1℄ + [a3℄[a1℄[a2℄[a1℄;[a6℄[a5℄[a6℄[a4℄ + [a6℄[a4℄[a6℄[a5℄ + [a6℄[a4℄[a5℄[a4℄= [a5℄[a6℄[a4℄[a6℄ + [a4℄[a5℄[a4℄[a6℄ + [a4℄[a6℄[a5℄[a6℄;5



[a1℄[a2℄[a4℄[a5℄ + [a2℄[a3℄[a4℄[a5℄ + [a2℄[a3℄[a5℄[a6℄ + [a5℄[a3℄[a4℄[a2℄= [a3℄[a4℄[a2℄[a3℄ + [a3℄[a4℄[a3℄[a4℄ + [a4℄[a5℄[a3℄[a4℄ + [a6℄[a4℄[a3℄[a1℄;[a5℄[a4℄[a2℄[a1℄ + [a5℄[a4℄[a3℄[a2℄ + [a6℄[a5℄[a3℄[a2℄ + [a2℄[a4℄[a3℄[a5℄= [a3℄[a2℄[a4℄[a3℄ + [a4℄[a3℄[a4℄[a3℄ + [a4℄[a3℄[a5℄[a4℄ + [a1℄[a3℄[a4℄[a6℄;[a1℄[a2℄[a3℄[a4℄[a5℄[a6℄ = [a6℄[a5℄[a4℄[a3℄[a2℄[a1℄:The omplete set of the independent de�ning relations for the algebra B(VW )has not yet been determined in general. The relations listed above imply thefollowing.Proposition 1.2 The elements h� := 1+[�℄; � 2 �; satisfy the Yang-Baxterequations, i.e., if � ontains a subset �0 of form �X+ ; X = A1�A1; A2; B2;C2 or G2; then the elements h�; � 2 �0; satisfy the equations as follows:(A1 � A1) : ha1ha2 = ha2ha1 ;(A2) : ha1ha2ha3 = ha3ha2ha1 ;(B2; C2) : ha1ha2ha3ha4 = ha4ha3ha2ha1 ;(G2) : ha1ha2ha3ha4ha5ha6 = ha6ha5ha4ha3ha2ha1 :For a general braided vetor spae V; the elements v 2 V at on the alge-bra B(V �) as braided di�erential operators. In the subsequent onstrution,we use the braided di�erential operator D� for a positive root � ating onthe algebra B(VW ) determined by the onditions:(0) D�(t) = 0; for t 2 B0(VW ) = Q;(1) D�([�℄) = Æ�;�; for �; � 2 �+;(2) D�(FF 0) = D�(F )F 0 + s�(F )D�(F 0) for F; F 0 2 B(VW ):We set D� := �D�� if � is a negative root. The following lemma is a key inthe proof of the main theorem.Lemma 1.1 (See [18, Proposition 2.4℄ and [2, Criterion 3.2℄.)\�2�+Ker(D�) = B0(VW ) = Q:2 Alove path and multipliative ChevalleyelementsIn this setion, we de�ne a family of the elements ��; � 2 P; in the Nihols-Woronowiz algebra B(VW ) following the onstrution of the path operatorsdue to Lenart and Postnikov [15℄. 6



Let Wa� be the aÆne Weyl group of the dual root system �_ := f�_ =2�=(�; �) j � 2 �g: The aÆne Weyl group Wa� is generated by the aÆnereetions s�;k; � 2 �; k 2 Z; with respet to the aÆne hyperplanes H�;k :=f� 2 h� j (�; �_) = kg: The onneted omponents of h� n [�2�;k2ZH�;kare alled aloves. The fundamental alove AÆ is the alove de�ned by theinequalities 0 < (�; �_) < 1; 8� 2 �+:De�nition 2.1 (1) A sequene (A0; : : : ; Al) of aloves Ai is alled an alovepath if Ai and Ai+1 have a ommon wall and Ai 6= Ai+1:(2) An alove path (A0; : : : ; Al) is alled redued if the length l of the path isminimal among those of alove paths onneting A0 and Al:(3) We use the symbol Ai �! Ai+1 when Ai and Ai+1 have a ommon wall ofform H�;k and the diretion of the root � is from Ai to Ai+1:Let f�1; : : : ; �rg � �+ be the set of the simple roots. Denote by !i the funda-mental dominant weight orresponding to a simple root �i; i.e. (!i; �_j ) = Æi;j:Take an alove path A0 ��1! � � � ��l! Al onneting A0 = AÆ and Al = A�� :=AÆ � �: The sequene (�1; : : : ; �l) appearing here is alled a �-hain.De�nition 2.2 We de�ne the elements �[�℄ in B(VW ) for � 2 P by theformula �[�℄ = h�l � � �h�1 :We all the elements �i := �!i the multipliative Chevalley elements.The element �[�℄ is independent of the hoie of an alove path from AÆto A��: Beause the elements h� satisfy the Yang-Baxter equations andh�h�� = 1; the argument of [15, Lemma 9.3℄, whih is impliitly given byCherednik [4℄, is appliable to our ase.We use the following results from [15℄.Lemma 2.1 ([15, Lemmas 12.3 and 12.4℄) Let A0 ��1! � � � ��l! Al be an alovepath from A0 = AÆ to Al = A��:(1) The sequene (�i; s�i(�1); : : : ; s�i(�l);��i) is an s�i(�)-hain for i =1; : : : ; r:(2) Asume that �j = ��i for some 1 � j � l and 1 � i � r: Denote by sthe reetion with respet to the ommon wall of Al�j and Al�j+1: Then thesequene (�i; s�i(�1); : : : ; s�i(�j�1); �j+1; : : : ; �l) is an s(�)-hain.Proposition 2.1 ([15, Proposition 12.2℄) We have �[�℄ � �[�0℄ = �[�0+�℄; for�; �0 2 P: In partiular, they ommute eah other.7



3 Main resultWe de�ne the operator �i : Z[P ℄! Z[P ℄ by the formula�i(f) := f � s�i(f)e�i � 1for the simple root �i: The operator �i is haraterized by the onditions:(1) �i(e!j ) = Æi;je!i��i ;(2) �i(fg) = �i(f)g + s�i(f)�i(g):We have an algebra homomorphism' : Z[P ℄ ! Z[�1; : : : ;�r℄e!i 7! �i:Proposition 3.1 Let f be an element in Z[P ℄: We have�i('(f)) = '(�if);where �i = h�1�i ÆD[�i℄:Proof. It is enough to hek that the operator �i satis�es the onditions:(1) �i(�j) = Æi;j�[!i��i℄;(2) �i(FF 0) = �i(F )F 0 + s�i(F )�i(F 0); for F; F 0 2 Z[�1; : : : ;�r℄:Let ti = t�!j 2 Wa� be the translation by �!i: Sine the hyperplane of formH�j ;k; j 6= i; does not separate the aloves AÆ and t�1i (AÆ); the root ��j; j 6=i; an not appear as a omponent of the !i-hain (�1; : : : ; �l) orrespondingto a redued path A0 ��1! � � � ��l! Al from A0 = AÆ to Al = ti(AÆ) (see [8,Chapter 4℄). Hene, we have �i(�j) = 0 if j 6= i: From Lemma 2.1 (2), wealso have �i(�i) = �[!i��i℄; so the ondition (1) follows.Take an element f 2 Z[P ℄ suh that '(f) = F: We obtain�i(FF 0) = h�1�i D[�℄(F )F 0 + h�1�i � '(s�i(f)) � h�i � h�1�i D[�℄(F 0)by applying the twisted Leibniz rule for D[�℄: From Lemma 2.1 (1), one ansee that h�1�i � '(s�i(f)) � h�i = s�i(F ): So the ondition (2) is satis�ed.Theorem 3.1 The subalgebra Z[�1; : : : ;�r℄ generated by the multipliativeChevalley elements in the Nihols-Woronowiz algebra B(VW ) is isomorphito the K-ring K(G=B): 8



Proof. De�ne the algebra homomorphism " : Z[P ℄ ! Z by the assignmente� 7! 1; 8� 2 P: Let I � Z[P ℄ be the ideal generated by the elements of formf�"(f); f 2 Z[P ℄W : Then the K-ring K(G=B) is isomorphi to the quotientalgebra Z[P ℄=I: Take an element g 2 I: We have �i('(g)) = '(�i(g)) = 0for i = 1; : : : ; r from Proposition 3.1. Sine w Æ D[�℄ Æ w�1 = D[w(�)℄; weobtain D[�℄('(g)) = 0; 8� 2 �+; and therefore '(g) = 0 by Lemma 1.1. Ifg 62 I; there exists an operator $ on Z[P ℄ obtained as a linear ombinationof the omposites of the multipliation operators and the operators �i suhthat the onstant term of $(g) is nonzero. Hene, we an onlude thatIm(') �= Z[P ℄=I �= K(G=B):Remark 3.1 (1) The idea of the proof of the above theorem is used in [11,Setions 5 and 6℄ for the root systems of lassial type and of type G2: Themultipliative Dunkl elements �i := �[ei℄ orresponding to the omponentsof the orthonormal basis (ei)i are used in [11℄. The multipliative Dunklelements in the Fomin-Kirillov quadrati algebra En are introdued by Lenartand Yong [14℄, [16℄.(2) For an arbitrary paraboli subgroup P � B; the K-ring K(G=P ) of thehomogeneous spae G=P is a subalgebra of K(G=B): Hene, the algebraB(VW ) also ontains K(G=P ) as a ommutative subalgebra.Bazlov [2℄ has proved that the subalgebra in B(VW ) generated by the elements[�℄ orresponding to the simple roots � is isomorphi to the nil-CoxeteralgebraNCW := Zhu1; : : : ; uri=(u2i ; (uiuj)[mij=2℄u�iji � (ujui)[mij=2℄u�ijj ; i = 1; : : : ; r);where mij is the order of s�is�j in W; [mij=2℄ stands for the integer part ofmij=2; and �ij := mij � 2[mij=2℄: In our ase, we an show the following.Corollary 3.1 The subalgebra in End(B(VW )) generated by the operators�1; : : : ;�r is isomorphi to the nil-Heke algebraNHW := ZhT1; : : : ; Tri=(T 2i +Ti; (TiTj)[mij=2℄T �iji �(TjTi)[mij=2℄T �ijj ; i = 1; : : : ; r)via the assignment Ti 7! �i:Proof. One an hek that the operators �i satisfy the de�ning relationsof NHW by diret omputations. Sine the assignment Ti 7! �i de�nes afaithful representation of NHW on Z[P ℄=I; the subalgebra generated by �i;i = 1; : : : ; r is isomorphi to NHW : 9



4 Model of the equivariant K-ringThe results in the previous setion are generalized to the ase of the T -equivariant K-ring KT (G=B): Our onstrution of the model of KT (G=B) isalso parallel to Lenart and Postnikov's approah [15℄.Sine the Nihols-Woronowiz algebra B(VW ) is a braided Hopf algebra inthe ategory of the Yetter-Drinfeld modules over W; it is W -graded. Denoteby wx the W -degree of a W -homogeneous element x 2 B(VW ): Let h be theCoxeter number and P 0 := h�1 � P � h�: The Weyl group W ats on thegroup algebra Z[P 0℄ =L�2P 0 X� by w(X�) = Xw(�); w 2 W: The twist map : B(VW )
 Z[P 0℄ ! Z[P 0℄
 B(VW )x
X 7! wx(X)
 xgives an assoiative multipliation map m on B(VW )hP 0i := Z[P 0℄ 
 B(VW )as follows:m : Z[P 0℄
 B(VW )
 Z[P 0℄
 B(VW ) 1

1�! Z[P 0℄
 Z[P 0℄
 B(VW )
 B(VW )mZ[P 0℄
mB�! Z[P 0℄
 B(VW );where mZ[P 0℄ and mB are the multipliation maps on the algebras Z[P 0℄ andB(VW ) respetively. The algebras Z[P 0℄ and B(VW ) are onsidered as subal-gebras of B(VW )hP 0i: We have the ommutation relation[�℄ �X� = Xs�(�) � [�℄; � 2 �; � 2 P 0;in B(VW )hP 0i:The subalgebra Z[P ℄W � Z[P 0℄ is regarded as a subalgebra of the har-ater ring R(T ) via the isomorphism� : Z[P ℄ ! R(T )e� 7! ��:Let us onsider an R(T )-algebra BT (VW ) := R(T ) 
Z[P ℄W B(VW )hP 0i: Weintrodue the elementsH�=h := X�=h � (X�=h + [�℄) �X��=h; � 2 �; � := 12(X�2�+ �);in the algebra BT (VW ): Sine the argument in the proof of [15, Theorem 10.1℄is appliable to our ase, Proposition 1.2 implies the following.10



Lemma 4.1 The elements H�; � 2 �; satisfy the Yang-Baxter equations inthe algebra BT (VW ):Let (�1; : : : ; �l) be a �-hain for a weight � 2 P: De�ne the element�[�℄eq := H�l � � �H�1in BT (VW ): The element �[�℄eq is independent of the hoie of the �-hain fromLemma 4.1. We also have �[�℄eq � �[�0℄eq = �[�+�0℄eq from [15, Proposition 12.2℄.The braided di�erential operators D� are naturally extended as R(T )-linear operators on BT (VW ) with the onditions:(0) D�(X) = 0; for X 2 Z[P 0℄;(1) D�([�℄) = Æ�;�; for �; � 2 �+;(2) D�(FF 0) = D�(F )F 0 + s�(F )D�(F 0) for F; F 0 2 B(VW )hP 0i:Lemma 4.2 In the algebra BT (VW ); we have\�2�+Ker(D�) = R(T )
Z[P ℄W Q[P 0℄:Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 1.1.The operator �i de�ned in the previous setion is extended R(T )-linearlyto the group algebra R(T )[P ℄ with the onditions:(1) �i(e!j ) = Æi;je!i��i ;(2) �i(fg) = �i(f)g + s�i(f)�i(g):Here, the ation of W on R(T ) is assumed to be trivial.Note that KT (G=B) is isomorphi to the quotient algebra R(T )[P ℄=J;where J is the ideal generated by the elements of form f � �(f); f 2 Z[P ℄W :Theorem 4.1 The subalgebra R(T )[�[�℄eq j � 2 P ℄ of BT (VW ) is isomorphito the T -equivariant K-ring KT (G=B):Proof. Let us onsider the homomorphism between R(T )-algebras : R(T )[P ℄ ! R(T )[�[�℄eq j � 2 P ℄e� 7! �[�℄eq :We an see thatX�=h(X��i=h � [�i℄)X�s�i(�)=hD�i( (f)) =  (�i(f)); f 2 R(T )[P ℄;11



in the same manner as the proof of Proposition 3.1. Therefore, if f 2 Z[P ℄W ;thenD�( (f)) = 0; 8� 2 �+: From Lemma 4.2, we have  (f) 2 R(T )
Z[P ℄WZ[P 0℄: Here, the onstant term of  (f) for f 2 Z[P ℄W is in Z[P ℄W and heneequals �(f) (see also [15, Proposition 14.5℄). So we obtain  (f) = 0 for f 2 J:On the other hand, if f 62 J; there exists an operator $ on R(T )[P ℄ obtainedas a linear ombination of the omposites of the multipliation operators andthe operators �i suh that the onstant term of $(f) is nonzero. Now wean onlude that Ker( ) = J:5 QuantizationIn this setion, we briey disuss the quantization of our model, whih isexpeted to give a model of the quantum K-ring of the ag variety G=B:The quantum K-theory, whih is introdued by Lee [13℄, is the K-theoretianalogue of the theory of the quantum ohomology ring. Givental and Lee[7℄ have shown the relationship between the quantum K-theory of the agvariety G=B and the orresponding di�erene Toda system by proving the K-theoreti J-funtion gives an eigenvetor of the Hamiltonian of the di�ereneToda system.Let Q_ be the oroot lattie and R = Q[Q_℄ = L�2Q_Q � q� its groupalgebra. We onsider R as the algebra generated by the quantum deformationparameters. In [10℄, Kirillov and the author introdued the operators f[�℄ating on the algebra B(VW )
R in order to onstrut the model of the smallquantum ohomology ring QH�(G=B) in terms of the Nihols-Woronowizalgebra. Let w = s�i1 � � � s�il be a redued deomposition of an element w 2W: Then the operator Dw := D[�i1 ℄ � � �D[�il ℄ does not depend on the hoieof the redued deompositon of w beause the braided di�erential operatorsD� orresponding to the simple roots � satisfy the Coxeter relations. Theoperator f[�℄; � 2 �+; is de�ned byf[�℄ := � [�℄ + q�_Ds�; if l(s�) = 2ht(�_)� 1;[�℄; otherwise,where ht(�_) = m1 + � � �+mr for �_ = m1�_1 + � � �+mr�_r : It is easy to seef[�℄2 = q�_ for the simple roots � and f[�℄2 = 0 for nonsimple positive roots.We put f[�℄ = �g[��℄ for a negative root �:12



For the root system � = fei � ej j 1 � i; j � n; i 6= jg of type A; theoperators g[i; j℄ := [ei� ej℄ satisfy the de�ning relations of the algebra ~En; i.e.(1) g[i; j℄2 = 0; for j > i + 1; and ^[i; i+ 1℄2 = qei�ei+1;(2) g[i; j℄g[k; l℄ = g[k; l℄g[i; j℄; if fi; jg \ fk; lg = ;;(3) g[i; j℄g[j; k℄ + g[j; k℄g[k; i℄ +g[k; i℄g[i; j℄ = 0:Let us de�ne the operator ~�[�℄ ating on the algebra B(VW )
R by replaing[�i℄ appearing the de�nition of the element �[�℄ by f[�i℄; i.e.~�[�℄ := ~h�l � � � ~h�1for a redued alove path A0 ��1! � � � ��l! Al from A0 = AÆ to Al = A��;where ~h� := 1+f[�℄: The operator ~�[�℄ is also independent of the hoie of theredued alove path A0 ��1! � � � ��l! Al beause the operators ~h� satisfy theYang-Baxter equations. Note that we have to use the redued paths in orderto de�ne the operator ~�[�℄; beause ~h�~h�� = 1� q�_ for the simple roots �:Conjeture 5.1 The subalgebra generated by ~�[�℄; � 2 P; in the algebraRhf[�℄ j � 2 �i is isomorphi to the small quantum K-ring QK(G=B):Remark 5.1 The orresponding onjeture for the quantum quadrati al-gebra ~En is stated in [14℄. The onjeture on the Chevalley-type formula inthe quantum K-ring QK(G=B) desribed by means of the quantum Bruhatoperators is given in [15℄. See also [11, Setion 3℄.Conjeture 5.1 for the ag variety F ln of type A is proved in the forthomingpaper [12℄. In fat, it an be shown that the statement holds at the level ofthe quantized quadrati algebra ~En: The proof onsists of the following twosteps:(1) To determine the relations in the quantum K-ring QK(F ln) by showingthat the di�erene operatorsHk := XI�f1;:::;ng;℄I=k qPi2I �=�ti Yi�162I;i2I(1� eti�1�ti); k = 1; : : : ; n;form a ommuting family,(2) To show the multipliative Dunkl elements ~�i := ~�[ei℄ satisfy the relationsobtained in the step (1).The detailed argument will appear in [12℄.13
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